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Sink or Swim:_ 
A Report on the 
Marine Fabric Market 
New boat sales are down, gas 
prices are high and rising and 
supplies questionable. What im
pact are these and other forces 
going to have on the marine fab-

-ric industry'? Perhaps not as much 
as they might be expected to, as 
this report reveals. 20 -

. -
--.-...... 

•. 

-- Does Heat Sealing -
Equipment Need_
Stricter Controls? 
Heat sealing machines may pose _ 
health hazards to workers and it · 
appears the government is most 
interested in whether or not they 
do. It's a sticky issue with lots 
of complicated overtones, as two 

experts show in a pair of timely · 
articles. 36 · 

1-

Fabric Structures 
and Architects 
An Air Structures Institute meet-
ing shows leading editors the 
wide building options avail~ble 
with fabric structures_ Two re
ports from the meeting indicat~,.;. • -
that fabric structure manufactur-. 
ers see the industry on the verge 
of major acceptance, but rriore 
education is still needed. 68 

Marine Fabrics-A 
Stormy Season Ahead?_ 
The marine cover and top market 
should remain stable in 1980., · 
despite the rough weather ahead 
for other parts_ of the marine in-
dustry. 18 _ 

Change Means 
Chance To Enter 
New Markets -
Developing markets have opened 
new opportunities for a Portland 
firm. more are expected. 66 

Rising Prices, 
New Social Styles 

· force Changes For . - _ -
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. Customer needs have ~hanged -
and so has the tent rental busi- · 
ness, according to a Massachu- · 

- setts veteran. 72 · 
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Non-Ionizing 

Are peopfe endangered by ,vo.-king around RF heat sealing 
· equipment? As yet thert~ is no definitive :mswer to that ques- . 

tion, but some studies suggest they could be-. In the months · 
to come it's certain that various federal agencies will be taking 
a closer look at this matter, and as they do those companies 
manufacturing and using beat sealers are bound to be drawn 

. even more deeply into the issue. . .. i_... ~, . · 
\Yhat will the fede~al agem:ies do? No one is certain. 

There's been a Jot of speculation~ but what are the facts? The · 
·· Review asked this question of two men who have devoted a 

great deal of time to studying the problem. They are Angelo 
Vassallo, director of product development with Solidyne, Inc. 
and Dudlev Robinson,. director of government affairs for the 
Printing fudustries of Illinois As~ciation. In the coming pages 
they take a detailed look at this situation, explaining its back-_ 
ground and the controYersial issues involved in the_problem,. 
and ofTer some- practical suggesti&ns for dealing with this 
matter.· 

Vassallo's article- was prepared especially for the- Review. 
Robinson's is adapted fron> a speech be gave-a few weeks ago 
at a national convention of the Bindery Industries of Amer
ica-an organizatio~ that is keenly aware of the-industry-wide 
impact heat sealer regulations could have-. Robinson's com
ments as printed here are sJightly abridged from a preliminary 
draft of his speech, which he sent to the Review just before 
he left to attend that convention. · 

By Angelo, Vassalio .. · 

Radiation:··· Dealing 

With a 
Complicated 

Recently there has been considerabie discussion about 
the possible harmful effects on humans of non-ionizing 
radiation generated by the use of RF heat sealing equipment. 
Indeed. several U.S. Government agencies such as the Bll
reau of Radio-logical Health (BRH). National Institute for 
Occupational Safety and Health (NIOSH).. Occupational 
Safety and Health Administration (OSHA). and the Envi
ronmental Protection Agency (EPA) under the auspices of 
the U.S. Department of Health. Education and \Velfore have 
been conducting extensive and elaborate research on the 
subject matter. 

A joint BRR-OSHA public workshop on radio-fre
quency seaters held on September 12 and 13. 1979. in 
Washington. D.C .• was the climax of a joint. honest and 
concerted effort to deal with the problem by the three major 
parties in\'o!ved; manufacturers. users. and government 
agencies. Zory R. Glaser, Ph.D senior scientist of the BRH 

Situation '' 
Conlir:ued on paz~ 311 
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'.,·.• ... :~deo-re.;;;_·o.·f. accuracy.and ·~e. JiabMty· .. tha~·.:.preyioUSly)avail~bJe.' -~··:· · Non-Ionizing· .··,i: .,:'.';.:;::,:'.; ·y ,,·, >: " -
tc,,1;r.~ed fr.1:npa,!36,:,,, . , .. • , .. . <N~v probes with an isotropic·design instead·ofdirectional 
spok~ of the ye~rs ·of \~or~. rese~rch,_ and dedication by the design give a greater margin of accuracy. The inttoductioo 
above mentioned parties in their eftort to understand and of fiber-optic lines from the probes to the read-out meter 
control both electric and. magnetic fields generate4 by RF also accounts for greater reliability. Magnetic fields as well · 

sealers. ·.as electric fields are measured. thus the equivalent free space 

A study conducted by NIOSH showed-_teratogenic ~f- power density can be obtained. 
fects (fetal malformations) in femaie rats exposed to radia
tion durino their period of pregnancy. Rats were exposed 
on variou; days· throughout the twenty-one day gestation 
cycle, and an equcl number of rats n?t exposed to th_e RF 
field were used 2.s controls. The find:ngs were very inter
esting. Rats exposed c!uring the seventh throu~h fifteenth 
day of pregnancy, when the_ fetus :vas deve_Ioprng skeletal 
and or2an tissues, had a significant increase m fetal skel~tal 
malfo~ations. All had significantly decreased fetal weight 

. and len£th. Defects included absence of tail and jaws and 
appeara;ces of cleft palate. Defects were also found t_? a 
lesser degree during day one throu~h five of the pregnancies. 

· Accordino to a NIOSH researcher, this could mean that 
· male rats sh;uld also be tested for possible defects. The 

extent to which biolpgical effects attributed to the absorp
tion of RF eneroy reflect an occupational hazard to workers 
is not fully kno:vn. There are uncertainties in extrapolating . 
experimental _results from animals to hum~ns and to fre- . 
quencies other than those used in the expenments.. · · 

· These probl~ms·· have been compounded in the past by 
the difficulty in properly measuring near field RF energy 
exposure. However, with the introduction of new, more 
sophisticated measuring equipment much more accurate 
measurements over a broad frequency range are possible. 

· This .~9U~!J:en~ has an isotropic ~esponst;J?:;;~I polarizations 
and 1rufail9'ns'1and is accurate m both r.ear- and far-field 
strengths free space equivalent power . density measure-

ments. .· . . .. 
. . . . . . 

While scientists are not in complete agreement on the 
interpretation of available data on biologi<:al effects and 
concrete evidence is lacking that humans are mdeed affected 
by the non-ionizing radiation -~F fields, ne~ertheless ex
treme caution must be used. The ·absence of evidence should 
not ·be used as evidence for absence of hazards. 

. Instrumentation 
. · Several companies have been v~ry ~ctive i~ the design. 
· and production of some new instrum~nts wi_th a much higher. 
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Political Interventi~n 

• The problem of non~ionizing radiation has. been studied 
by persons holding political office,. including Barry Gold
water and Elizabeth Holtzman. Senator Goldwater (R-AZ} 
introduced a bill which would require mandatory installation 
of filterino circuits in all electrical equipment. Congress
woman H~Itzman (D-NY) introduced legislation relating 
strictly to RF_ heat sealers. The Congresswoman °:COm-
mented:: · 

· ••scientists are finding adverse effects in laboratory 
animals from non-ionizing radiation at levels more than 
a thousand times less than the dose received by these 
workers_ Shieldi'ng is available commercially which 
·can protect every single one of these workers. It is 
imperative that emergency actions be taken to protect· 
them no\v:· 

· ·. · Her bill. which was introduced. to protect workers from· 
non-ionizing radiation. was included in the Workplace Act 
of 1979 (HR-3132). lt would require OSHA to issue emer-: 

· gency temporary standards to protect employees from RF 
industrial heating devices. NIOSH prepared a criteria doc
ument on radio frequency and microwave radiation (Current 
Intelligence Bulletin •:ff:33 published in December of 1979) 
and OSHA has a guideline (1910.97) which suggests ex
posure limits of 10 rn.illiwatts/square centimeter over any 
0.1-hour period. The bill was referred to the Education and 
Labor Committee for discussion_ 

Possible Governmental Actions 

· Since the general duty ciause requires employers to fur
nish employment free from recognized hazards ... that are 
causino or are likely to cause death or serious physical 

0 • 

hann" to employees? a new Occupational Safety and Health · 
Administration directive (CPL 2-2) establishes uniform ci
tation procedures for radio frequency and microwave ra
diation exposure in general industries. Employe,rs are sub-

SINCE 1919 

. Continued Ott pag~ 41> . 
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Hon-lonizinz 
Continued lrom ~36~ 33 

ject to citations when employees are found to be exposed 
to electromagnetic radiation in the frequency range from 10 
MHz.· to 100 GHz. Citations indeed are being issued ac
cording to the directive as outlined in paragr~ph G for over
exposure to the power density limits described in standard 
29 CFR 1910.97. Present exposure limits are 10 MW/CM1 

averaged over any six minute period. 

In any case. the possible citations are subject to National 
Office Review. Until the expiration of notice CPL 2-2, area 
offices conducting inspections where possible violations of 
1910.97 exist shall send copies of the entire case file de-

. tailing these violations and the proposed citations to their 
National Office, which will forward L~is material to the 
Office of Field Coordination and Experimental Program 
prior to the issuance of any citations involving non-ionizing 
radiation. The Office of Field C:oordination and Experi
mental Program will then consult'with the National Office 

. of the Solicitor in determining whether citations should be 
issued. This will allow time for an orderly transition from 
non-complying equipment to equipment th::.t will guarantee 

. · compli;mce. Without serious productive disruption one may 
· . achieve compliance. by replacing obsolete equipment with 

newer modern units designed according to the latest state 
· ·· of the art techniques, or with coverted existing equipment 

modified to meet the present standards. 

Certain shielding techniques may .be available for some 
· equipment. However, it may not be good economical prac

tice to invest money in a piece of equipment which for all 
practical purposes may soon become obsolete, with a min
imal resale or market value. 

Sr/J A.I J> /J R b J' 
European Standings 

· European countries long have been active in this area 
of human concern. The Soviet Union has a power density 
limit· of ten microwatts per centimeter squared. Scandina
vian countries have a limit of five milliwatts, while the rest 
of European. countries with small variations have similar 
limits. 

. Canadian Actions . ' . . . . 

Canada has been very aCti~e i~ r~~e~rching this subject. 
Dr. Maria Stuchly who is a biophysicist with the Non
ionizino Radiation section, Radiation Protection Bureau, . ::,_ 

and Environmental Health Center, Health and Welfare 
Agency of Canada at the September 12-1_3 workshop in 
Washington, D.C .. gave. a summary of their research and 

· findings. She pointed out that in spite of the fact that the 
. present data is not sufficiently comprehensive f~r a conclu

sive analysis. sufficient attention should be given to the 
power density fields and the possible effects that they may 
have on biological specimen. 

In the United States, NIOSH is conducting an epide
miologic study of the potential reproductive effects among 
operators of RF sealers and is also conducting further lab
oratory research to study teratogenic _ effect~ in animals 
which may result from exposure to RF non-ionizing radia-

. tion. It will be sometime before we fully understand the 
impact and the effects, if any, of this radiation. In any case, 

·there is certainly no basis at present-to dismiss non-ionizing 
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i-adiaticin • as unimportant~ 
'. :1" •• 

Shielding 

In order to contain and reduce or eliminate exposure to 
:these R.F. fields. Solidyne is recommending proper shield
ino. The company also recommends use of devices such as · 
sh~ttle trays and tum tables which will allow· the operator 
to be further away from the RF source and wilt also increase 
production. RF radiation·containment may be accomplished 
by means of various shielding techniques in the form of 
mechanical barriers as well as electronic tuning_ It is a state 
of the art approach. Careful attention must be given to the 
shielding designs in order to obtain the maximum. and most · 
efficient results_ If not properly done .. due to the variou!. 
stray capacitive arid inductive loops introduced inkHhe. 
circuit, the shielding itself may become a major source of 
RF radiation by acting as an antenna.. Instead of improving 

· it. it may be even worse_ Also. an improper shielding ap
proach may greatly reduce the power out-put of the equip
ment. This will result in greater energy consumption and 
poor sealing results. New techniques for shielding. tuning. 
and filtering have been developed which have met with. 
remarkable success_ 

Costs for modifying or converting certain_ equipment 
may be as low as 15 percent or as high as 35 percent of the 
cost of a new machine_ Since most are dealing with custom . 
designed machinery. every piece of equipment must be dealt 
with individually_ In certain cases there may be some ma
chines in the field that could not possibly be converted. or 
would not be economical to convert_ As far as a time sched
ule is concerned, none has been imposed yet by OSHA for 
industry conversion or replacement. However. if the whole 
problem is approached in a reasonable ~vay. no panic sit
uation should develop_ · 

Purchasing New Equipment 
When purchasing new equipment, the buyer must as.:. 

certain that the equipment io. question will comply with this 
new OSHA standard of lOmW/cm:?_ It is equally important 
that the heat sealers be of the frequency stable type meeting 
all of the F.C.C_, Federal Communication Commission .. 
Part 18, Rules and Regulations. There are several instru
ments in the mark~t for measuring both ma!metic and elec
trical Non-ionizing Radiation fields_ Ye'iu-Jy inspection 
should be made of an heat sealing_ equipment to insure that 
radiation JeveJs have not increased because of malfunction 
or application problems_ 

Actions To Be Taken B~ The Industry 
The first thing that the owners of RF heat sealers should 

do is: · · 
1 _ Get acquainted with the information and tech~i~ar · 

data contained in NIOSH Current Intelligence Bui:_ 
letin #JJ_ It is available either from Solidyne or 
directly from NIOSH_ The address of Solidyne and 
NIOSH respectively are: 

SoJidyne ~. Inc_ 
60 Spence Street 

· Bay Shore, 11706 11/ ~ Y. 
Phone 516-231~7800 

I'. • · .- _· Conlina~ OD pag~ ¢~ 
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Department of Health, Education, and Welfare 
· National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health 

4676 Columbia Parkway 
Cincinn:iti, OH 45226 
Phone 5 I 3-684-8483 

2. Ma.'-i.e a list of Li-ie model numbers and tiie .serial 
numbers of all ~ equipment in use and contact the 
manufacturer or Solidyne for additional information 
and/or instructior..s. ·. . 

3. Obtain a qualified recommendation as to whet~er it 
is economically feasible to modify existing equip
mentor more financially sound to replace it with new 
ones. 

4. Do not allow anyone wearing a pace maker near the 
machine . 

. . · 5. Though there is no proof of any harmful effects, it 
may be a good practice to keep expectant mothers . 
away from any RF source. · 
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Notice CPL 2-2 on Non-lonizing Radiation Ci
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Angelo Vassallo is director of product de-velopment -
. with Solidyne, Inc. For 20 years he has worked in a 

· variety of capacities with the company. He, has served 
as production manager, engineering manager, service· 
manager, customer relations manager, technical assist4' 
ant to the sales department, applications engineer and 
sales product engineer. Solidyne- is a major manufac
turer of RF heat sealing equipment. The company re
ports that it has developed machines which meet all 
current federal regulations and recently it acquired test
ing equipment identical to that used by NIOSH and 
OSHA to measure power density levels of RF equipment. 
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-Government Regulatory Maze 
Haunts Heat Sealer Issue 11 

. 

By Dudley Robinson 
I want to congratulate the Loose 

Leaf members of the Bindery Indus
tries of America. By paying close at-

- tention to their own business and doing -
their best to operate their businesses 
successfully they have managed to at'

. tract the attention of not one but six 
agencies of the federal government. 

Most of you know that OSHA-the 
Occupational· Safety and Health 
J\dministration of the Department of 
Labor is under the impression that by 
using radio frequency heat sealers you 
are exposing or probably exposing or 

: even possibly exposing your employ
ees to the non-ionizing evil effects of 

radiation used in.your business. How
ever. in addition you are being moni-

-tored by (I) NIOSH-the National In
.·. stitute for Occupational Safety and 

Health, a division of the Department 
of Health. Education and Welfare (2) 
the Bureau of Radiation Health, a di-

_- vision of the Food and Drug Admin
istration, also a division of the De- · 
partment of Health, Education and 
Welfare (3) the Equal Employment 
Opportunity Commission, an inde
pendent agency, (4) the Office of Fed
eral Contract Compliance, a division 
of the Department of Labor and (5) the 
Federal Communications Commis
sl~n. an independent agency. _ 

We can quickly dispose of som~ of 
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these~ 

TheEEOCandtheOFCCjointly are_,_
looking into discrimination> primarily _ 
against women, caused by the prob- ·· 
lems being studied by the other agen
cies. I will bring them up later. _ 
, The FCC requires that the equiP.: · 
ment sold does not produce radiation 
that interferes with the use of radio and 
television. The FCC is being asked to
day by the Bureau of Radiological 
Health to require each manufacturer to 
certify that his equipment does not in
terfere with radio and also that it does 

· not produce exposure to employees of 
radiation in excess of the voluntmy in

. dustry standards~ The present stand
_tontinued OIi pag~ 4& 
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·,j<?i:fttc>'~f~i~-i~~~tl1~it-1~iac~ine:s_;are~hielded_: .. , . .,ofth~:s~;~{t.lrd_.:u,~;r,5(a)(.l).·the.bt;~~.-.;,· 
. · · for rad1at1on to'confotm, to FCC niles. den of proof rests on OSHA -.- .. : .. ,f . -·. 

ard-29 CFR 1910.97(a)(2J gives a and also to this standard. There is at • · 
limit of 10 milliwatts per cubic c:nt}- _ the moment only one man in OSHA · The problem goes. to the Jan°ua.."e 

meter measured for 0. l hour. This 1s doing this measurino but he is teachino of 1910.97(a)(2)(1). It gives the 
0

nu;;.-

not directly measurable in the near others. 
0 

. 

0 

bcr as a protect_ion guide and speaks 

field which means less than 10 times · of rccommendatio~ not requirements. 

the wavelength. 27 .12 mHz is equal NIOSH and the Bureau of Radiation Some Ia,vyers feel that this means it 
_to approximately 30 foot wave-length. · Health are cooperating in studies.of the is not an enforceable standard. They 

They have to use a complex measure- effect of radiation on human health. want S?meone to appeal so a judge can 

ment 'o the el c~ • th ·d th :The ran5!e of frequencies they are dec1·c1e· 
1 1 r e ... ,c screng an e - - • 

magnetic strength. I will be glad to stud}·ing is extremely large and cover 

give you the formula iLyou promise· such items as radar, micro wave ovens 
.to explain it to me. · · . arid numerous secret military projects. 

_ The manufacturers may be required 

Forthetops in 
sewing efficiency 
---USE---
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TENTS and CAMPING EQUIPMENT 
SAMPLES SENT FREE 

~_., ~ynthetic 
~ THREAD CO., INC. 

· 82512th Ave., Bethlehem, Pa. 18018. 
New York: Or 9-8390 / Pa. 215-868-8575 

Threads to government specifications 

.Oistributorships available 

The items you use. radio frequency 
heat sealers, operate primarily at 27 .12 
mega hertz. NIOSH is doing the pri
mary research and the Bureau of Ra- . -
diation Health is investi2atinS! methods 
of shielding. - -

_ \Vhen the research is completed the 
results will be turned over to OSHA 
to decide if a new standard for em

. ployees safety needs to be written. 

. . . .. . 

· Interim Measure 
. . ' 

In a ·meeting with David Lee ofthe 
Office of Health Standards of OSHA 

-· in Washington he infonned me that 
they are enforcing the present non-

• mandatory standards as. an interim 
measure to be followed by permanent 
standards when the research is com
pleted. This means plant inspections ·· 

.· and citations are being done today. The 
rules today are contained in an admin
istrative notice dated September 26, 
1979. In this the rules are set forth 
telling what OSHA can do. 

· In essence it says OSHA may in
spect, cite if companies are found in 
violation of the standard, if the com-

-. pany is aware of the standard or could 
/.':- have been with the exercise of reason
\:\ able diligence. It is also necessary to · 

show that possible serious physical 
harm would happen. The use ofNIOSHI 

· •· O~HA current Intelligence Bulletin 33 
.. ·. dated December 4, 1979 can be enough. 

This boils down to saying( l) you either 
know or should know that radiation 
from your heat sealers can cause se
rious physical harm and (2) OSHA can 
and will give you a citation. 

The citations are under the standard 
I just quoted. They also cite at the same 
time under the General Duty Clause
section 5(a)(.l) of the act requiring.an 
employer to furnish safe employment. 

The big difference is that under 
1910.97(a)(2)(1) it is up co the com
pany to prove they are not in violation 
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If it is appealed and found not to be. · 
enforceable then OSHA will have to 
write an enforceable standard and go · · 
through aU sorts. of legal foot work · 
\vhich may take upwards of a year~ 

~-=--
: An appeal could be very expensive. 

I got a ball park figure from a lawyer p . ·. 

but a case l worked on had total costs · 
including donated research by the as
sociation members.. of at least $50 000 
Realistically out of pocket leoal, f~ 
,vere about $15,000. · · _ . _ 

0 

_ · 

Research -: . •. · - nl 
_ .·, .{zJ.t~ 1~;~6A-

Meanwhde .. the Bureau of Rj!ftiation · 
Health is waiting for the research to be 
completed to decide what,. if any new · 
rules they are going to issue to the 
manufacturers of the equipment for 
levels of radiation allowable. There 
has been some agreement on the results 
of t~~ research done to date plus more 
positive agreement on the problem.-. 
needing research.· A few of the items 
are as follows: 

. -. L Cancer did not see~ to be ca~sed 
in any way by the radiation from 
RF heat sealers until recently_ 
Now they are not sure. . -· 

2. Deep tis.-.ue heating-as is done · 
by doctors using a diathermy 
machine. is caused by the radia- · 
tion. · · 

3. There is an extremely · small 
amount of evidence of potential 
damage to the eyes of employees 
using the equipment. . ---- :.. 

4. There is again a very minor in
dication of sterility amoncr mates. 

5_ Ther~ is a somewhat larger body · 
of evidence of miscarriaoes and · _,, 
other problems among pregnant 
women. 

6. There is some evidence of pos
sible damage to the fetus. -

7. There also has been a lot of wild 
talk, about other problems. _ 

· There doesn•t seem to_ be tmy com
plete agreement. The reru difficulty is 

... . . 

tonlim:ed on page .:s' :_ 

·a}:,_ ,,.,,.:.,.,. 
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that most of the problems are probably 
entirely the result of the deep heat. 

The research has been hampered up 
to now by two problems: First, until 
very recently there \Vere no good in
struments for measuring the actual in-_ 
tensity of the waves. Second, and far 
more important, it h2S been extremely -· 
difficult to do a thorough job of mea-

- . surement and at the same time do any 
evaluation of the damage, if any, 
among the employees of any plant. · 

milliwatts per square cm and pos
. ·. sibly as lo\V as I milliwatt per 

square cm_.:_both on a six minute 
· -- basis. 

__ J .. OSHA will then proceed to en-
- force these as accepted industry 

standards citing companies under 
section 5 (a) I known as the Gen-

- eral Duty Clause. 

\Vomen 

Most of the problems seem to affect 
pregnant women. The terms used are 

:~".""":·,. 
··.-···· ... ,_ t·., .. . 

·,. •. -.. ··: "r-_, • , 

__ ofa1Iowing women>:sovirfights to be
protected must be worked out by two 
years from the date the rules become 

· final. 

They atrow 120 days. from February 
3 for comment which brings us to June 
3. How long it will take after that is. 
a good_ question. The real problem is 
that EEOC is in many ways. a law unto 
itself. It is the most independent of all · 
the government agencies and probably_ 
the most difficult one to get along with. 

·-., ::.-· ... ,. •. :.~. • ·.:.:- : =--:. . 

As you are aware. this is a low skill 
type of operation-especially so. in 
many of the other affected industries. 
Incidentally the estimate of NIOSH is 
that there are about 20,000 RF heat 
seal machines in operation affecting 

(1) Teratogenic-tending to cause mal- _ Catch 22 .. . -
. ··; .;.;, . .,.~.:. 

-_ about 40,000 people. 

_ - The big problem with low skill and 
-. thus low pay types of jobs is the quality 
- -. of help attr:i.cted to the job and the ex-

-- - tremely high turnover. The researchers 
want to get medical history going back 
as long a period as possible, five years 
at least, and this seems to be really 
impossible. It is also true that the 
smaller the plant the more likely a per
son will be moved around and not work 
on one job all the time. 

NIOSH is working on this problem 
and recently we have learned that they 
hope to do a study of several of the 
largest plants using heat sealers. The 
latest infonnation gained by a trip to 
\Vashington and conversations with 

· OSHA__:_the Bureau of Radioiogic~l 
Health and the American National 
Standards Institute, seems to be as fol
lows: 

I. New standards are being consid
ered at this time. The date of is
sue is vague but it may be as soon 
as sometime in April. 

2. The new standard will _ be no 

-_ formation and monstrosities in fetuses. , 
- (2) Mutagenic-a _ tendency to ~ause ' 
· mutations, again affecting the fetus. 

The studies done have been primarily 
on rats and mice. Scientists claim that 
-there is a direct relationship between 

_ results in mice and rats and possible 
results in humans. The fact of deep 

• heat_ cannot be disputed. The correla
tion between heat and serious damage 
is what the basic argument is all about. 

-NO\v let ·us turn to the EEOC, the 
OFCC, the Department of Labor and 

- · a notice in the Federal Register. Elim• 
inating the federal jargon, what it says 
is that every company using RF heat 
sealers should do research on what ef-

. feet the use has on women, whether 
removing pregnant women from the 
job of operating the device is a viola
tion of the EEOC, whether the safety 
of the operator is more important than 
the civil rights of the women and so 
on. It recognized that many companies 
could not do real research on the prob-

-_ lem and it encourages them to use their 
association to do it for them. It .ilso 
said that OSHA should do it for them 
if they didn't have the ability to do it 

- ' for themselves. 

< . Then it went on to say that the re
search has to be completed and ways 

In a meeting i~ \Vashington ,vith the
author of the regulations.. I found out 
that there is a real c;:atch 22 problem_ 
It goes like this. _ - _ -

L Pregnant women probably should 
not be exposed to the radiation. 

2. One method is to change the 
- woman's jol> pro'\lided you don't 

reduce her pay_ · 
3_ If she insists,. you should let her · 

continue the jol> even if exposed.. 
If you don't,. she can sue you 
through the EEOC. - -

· 4_ If you allow her to work and her -
child is born deformed or she has· 
a miscarriage,. she could sue the -
manufacturers under product li-
ability. · 

I feel it most important that after all_ 
vie\vs have been beard, decisions need · 
to be made on a few ite~s. 

J_ What can tne using companies -
do to make sure the research is. 
as accurate as possib]e? _ 

2.. What can be done in retrofittinc:. 
older equipment if the manufac4: 
turers have come up with shield
ing methods for new equipment? 

3. ':'hat information should you 
give your e~ployees and in what 
form? 11 
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